Introduction
============

Sleep disturbances are common in patients with heart failure (HF). Whilst some may be attributed to the postural change associated with lying down causing elevations in left atrial pressures with consequent early pulmonary alveolar congestion (coined orthopnoea and paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnoea, respectively), others reflect abnormalities in breathing patterns that occur during sleep, or sleep-disordered breathing (SDB). Sleep-disordered breathing is itself a constellation of separate abnormalities and pathophysiological processes that have the fundamental similarity of causing disordered breathing patterns during sleep. They frequently also cause abnormalities in sleep architecture, such as changes in sleep stages, the total duration of sleep, its quality and its effectiveness, such as the likelihood of waking with the residual effects of an inadequate night's sleep, especially daytime drowsiness. Sleep-disordered breathing in HF is classically subdivided into two main types; obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) and central sleep apnoea (CSA). Both are very common in HF but for different reasons. The risk factors for OSA are similar to the risk factors for HF; male gender, hypertension, coronary artery disease, and obesity, so that the same patients at risk of OSA are also at risk to develop HF. Obstructive sleep apnoea is even a risk factor for the development of HF.[@suz233-B1] Central sleep apnoea, in contrast, is a complication of established HF; in fact, HF is the most common underlying aetiology in cohorts of patients with CSA. So although SDB is common in HF (one study showing 61% of treated HF patients had either central or OSA[@suz233-B2]) it is for two different reasons; because OSA is seen in people who are likely to develop HF and because CSA is consequence of HF. This means that the relative proportions of the two types changes as HF progresses. In early HF and Class I--II New York Heart Association (NYHA), OSA is more common than CSA, whereas in Class III--IV and long-standing HF CSA is the predominant type.[@suz233-B3]

Pathophysiology
===============

Obstructive sleep apnoea is largely an anatomical problem. A thick neck, large tongue, and deep sleep (such as after alcoholic beverages or sleeping tablets at night) predispose to obstruction of the upper airway, with the tongue flopping back to obstruct the tracheal entrance. The patient continues to attempt to breathe but there is no effective airflow. Arterial oxygen saturations fall and CO~2~ accumulates leading reflexly to an increased drive to breathing, associated with partial or complete awakening and an eventual opening of the airway and resumption of breathing. Early on in this cycle, the airway can be partially blocked leading to snoring due to partial occlusion and vibration of the airway.

Central sleep apnoea in contrast is largely a neurological disorder. Central sleep apnoea is of two types, a periodic form with cycles of about 1--2 min where regular fluctuations in breathing intensity oscillate with a predictable periodicity and frequently leading to alternating phases of apnoea and hyperpnoea that each start and finish slowly. It is thought to be due to a harmonic oscillation of reflex feedback loops,[@suz233-B4] a phenomenon well known in control systems theory. This type is almost indistinguishable from Cheyne--Stokes respiration (CSR) and it seems to be associated with features that make the largely chemoreflex-mediated ventilatory reflexes less stable; these include increased gain of the chemoreflexes, a slowed circulation and lowered arterial CO~2~ levels.[@suz233-B5] The other type is of episodes of irregular (non-rhythmic) apnoeas of central origin (loss of central drive to breathing), which are more commonly seen in brain injuries, rather than in HF. The CSR type of CSA is extremely common in HF \[and also in atrial fibrillation (AF)\] and can present with similar symptoms to OSA, although snoring may be less prominent. Interrogating the sleep partner may pick up a clue that the patient is suffering from CSA rather than OSA because of the classic description of the patient ceasing to breath for 30--60 s, but remaining quiet followed by a progressively increasing pattern of breathing over the subsequent minute. To make matters more difficult the two distinct patterns of SDB can overlap, and a significant proportion of HF patients can demonstrate a mixed pattern of SDB even over a single night. Indeed each type of apnoea can actually lead to the other. For a CSA patient the hypoxia that occurs during an apnoeic phase can lead to loss of upper airway tone and cause an obstruction that can precipitate an obstructive episode, and for a predominately OSA type patient the hyperventilation that follows an obstructive apnoea can reduce arterial CO~2~ levels so low that reach a threshold that can trigger the classical oscillations of CSA in the minutes that follow. For these reasons, it is essential to perform formal sleep studies to diagnose which type of SDB the patient has, and in what proportions apnoeic events are of CSA and OSA type. This difference is made all the more urgent given the unexpected adverse results of the SERVE-HF trial that showed, in patients with HFrEF with predominately CSA-type sleep apnoea, positive pressure airway mask treatment significantly increased cardiovascular mortality.[@suz233-B6] The SERVE-HF trial randomized 1325 HFrEF patients with predominantly CSA (central AHI \>15) to a form of positive pressure airway mask therapy called adaptive servo ventilation (ASV) or control. The primary endpoint (death, cardiac death equivalent, or HF hospitalization) did not differ, but there was a significant excess in total mortality \[hazard ratio (HR) 1.28, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.06--1.55; *P* = 0.01\] and cardiac related mortality (HR 1.34, 95% CI 1.09--1.65; *P* = 0.006). This is despite ASV therapy improving the CSA sleep AHI averages.

Consequences of sleep-disordered breathing in heart failure
===========================================================

Each apnoeic episode is associated almost immediately with features that appear likely to be adverse for a patient with significant HF. These include hypoxaemia, reflex sympatho-excitation and vasoconstriction, sleep fragmentation, and increased intra-thoracic pressure swings that can increase transmural pressure gradients across the right and left ventricular walls. Although it is hard to be certain that the cumulative effects of these frequently repetitive adverse effects lead to poorer outcomes for the patient, it is quite conceivable that the combination of hypoxaemia with a surge in sympathetic drive may be a recipe for opportunistic ventricular arrhythmias or AF. What is known is that in HF both OSA and CSA are associated with worse outcomes, an increase in mortality and repeat hospitalizations.[@suz233-B7] These conditions also severely impact on patient quality of life. Both forms of SDB are associated with excessive daytime sleepiness, increased cognitive impairment, chronic fatigue, depression, and memory deficits.[@suz233-B10]

Monitoring of sleep-disordered breathing in heart failure
=========================================================

Although simplified wearable monitors have been developed to detect features associated with SDB they do not formally record all the physiological parameters needed to make an accurate diagnosis of the pattern and type of SDB.[@suz233-B13] As a result, these devices can be used to look for at-risk patients, but they cannot accurately differentiate between OSA and CSA. For this purpose, a formal sleep study in an accredited sleep laboratory is required. In their most recent update, the 2017 ACC/AHA/HFSA heart failure focused update on HF[@suz233-B14] makes three SDB-related recommendations: In patients with NYHA Class II--IV HF and suspicion of SDB or excessive daytime sleepiness, *a formal sleep assessment is reasonable* (*IIa, C-LD: recommendation reflects clinical necessity to distinguish obstructive versus central*).In patients with cardiovascular disease and *obstructive sleep apnoea, CPAP may be reasonable* to improve sleep quality and daytime sleepiness (*IIb, B-R: new data demonstrate the limited scope of benefit expected from CPAP for obstructive sleep apnoea*).In patients with NYHA Class II--IV HFrEF and *central sleep apnoea, adaptive servo-ventilation causes harm* (*III: Harm, B-R: new data demonstrate a signal of harm when adaptive servo-ventilation is used for central sleep apnoea).*

The first is extremely important and it was echoed in the recent guidance paper published by the Heart Failure Association (HFA) of the ESC,[@suz233-B15] which recommended: Patients with HF and suspected sleep apnoea who are being considered for positive pressure airway mask therapy *are recommended* to undergo a *specialized sleep study* in order to diagnose the characteristics of the sleep apnoea present, in particular, whether the sleep apnoea is *predominantly obstructive or central in nature*.In patients with predominantly CSA and concomitant HFrEF, evidence is insufficient to recommend CSA therapy for any putative benefit in the HF itself, and treatments directed at the CSA should be reviewed and avoided, unless compelling symptomatic indications for treatment of the CSA exist, in which case *positive pressure airway mask therapy should be avoided* and *phrenic nerve stimulation may be considered* as an alternative.

With the high importance of distinguishing between OSA and CSA, given the different responses to treatment and the fact that the ASV form of positive pressure airway mask therapy is harmful for HFrEF patients with predominantly CSA, then a recommendation for monitoring the type of SDB any HFrEF patient has is considered important before anyone considers any therapy for their SDB. Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) remains an appropriate therapy for OSA in HF patients, as it has been shown to improve sleep quality, reduces the apnoea--hypopnea index (AHI), improve nocturnal oxygenation, and improve daytime sleepiness[@suz233-B16]^,^[@suz233-B17] even though it has a neutral effect on major clinical outcomes.[@suz233-B18] In patients with AF which frequently in seen HF, CPAP for OSA was associated with reduced progression of the AF.[@suz233-B19]

The diagnosis and treatment of obstructive sleep apnoea in heart failure
========================================================================

Sleep-disordered breathing should be considered and investigated in all HF patients given its high prevalence and significant clinical impact. Although considerable overlap can occur, physicians are advised to treat HF patients with SDB as OSA if the hypoxias are predominantly obstructive in nature and as CSA if the hypoxias are predominantly central in nature. Symptoms including nocturnal breathlessness, poor sleep, day-time sleepiness, excessive, nocturia, morning headaches, and diminished concentration and memory should be triggers for further investigation.[@suz233-B20] Questioning the sleep partner may also be of value. An initial accurate diagnosis is required, usually requiring polysomnography (PSG) in a sleep laboratory. Portable or home monitors are insufficiently detailed for an accurate diagnosis. A diagnosis of OSA can be made if PSG shows at least five obstructive-type hypoxaemic episodes per hour of sleep, i.e. an AHI of five or more (or more than 15 in the absence of sleep-related symptoms), and only if the obstructive type predominates.[@suz233-B21]

The main therapeutic option for OSA is a positive airway pressure mask which requires considerable patient engagement if it is to be used successfully.[@suz233-B22] For this reason, the purpose and likely gains from therapy should be discussed with the patient and the sleep partner. Normally a treatment recommendation is to reduce the AHI load to less than 15/h in order to relieve SDB-related symptoms. Compliance with mask therapies may be poor if they are not well explained and if the purpose of therapy is not clearly understood. The main types of positive pressure therapies for OSA are continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), bi-level positive airway pressure (BiPAP), and BiPAP-ASV in which the two pressures change according to an algorithm with the aim of evening-out the ventilatory patterns. Positive pressure airway therapy should be combined with lifestyle changes, such as weight loss in the obese, regular exercise, and the avoidance of excess alcohol or sleeping medication. Oral devices that push the mandible forward or specially designed mouth guards can sometimes assist to a limited extent. Upper airway reconstructive surgery may be tried in severe cases unresponsive to, or intolerant of, mask therapy, and recently an implantable device to stimulate the glosso-pharyngeal nerve has been approved in the USA to treat OSA, but experience in HF patients remains very limited.[@suz233-B23]

The diagnosis and treatment of central sleep apnoea in heart failure
====================================================================

A formal sleep study is required to accurately diagnose CSA in a HF patient. A clue to nocturnal CSA especially of the CSR type is when similar episodes occur when quietly resting during the day. This is called periodic breathing.[@suz233-B24] Before the SERVE-HF reported ASV type masks were recommended to treat CSA, after an early trial (CANPAP) reported sleep benefits with a neutral effect on major outcomes.[@suz233-B17] In this trial, CPAP improved both the number of apnoeic events per hour (40--19) and left ventricular ejection fraction. Following the SERVE-HF trial, ASV became contraindicated in HFrEF patients with predominant CSA. The reasons for the adverse effects are not known[@suz233-B25] but may involve adverse consequences on right ventricular function of positive intrathoracic pressures.[@suz233-B26] Other treatments that have been tried include oxygen therapy, acetazolamide, and theophylline, but these have not been shown to be safe or particularly effective. Given that positive pressure airway masks are contraindicated in HFrEF with CSA,[@suz233-B29] an alternative is needed in patients suffering impaired quality of life and sleep symptoms from CSA as confirmed in a formal sleep study.[@suz233-B30] The development of a novel implantable phrenic nerve stimulator device that improves sleep apnoea metrics and improves quality of life and SDB-related symptoms[@suz233-B31]^,^[@suz233-B32] gives an alternative that the HFA guidance statement says may be considered for HFrEF patients to treat CSA-related symptoms and improve quality of life. This device, the remede^®^ System, stimulates the phrenic nerve at night during sleeping hours during periods of apnoea. The primary endpoint of its pivotal trial the proportion of patients having a ≥50% reduction in AHI events was easily and significantly met, along with all the major sleep respiratory metrics (AHI, central apnoeas, oxygenation, arousals and % of time in REM sleep) as well as patient-reported outcomes (Patient Global Assessment and Epworth Sleepiness Scale). A subsequent report on the patients with a diagnosis of HF at baseline (*n* = 96) showed that both sleep metrics and quality of life measures improved over 6 and 12 months (Minnesota Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire, MLHFQ scores changing by −6.8 ± 20.0, p = 0.005).[@suz233-B33] The 6-month rate of HF hospitalization was 4.7% in treated HF patients compared to 17.0% in the control group. Larger scale trials will be needed to determine the effects of this device on major clinical outcomes, but at present, it is the preferred treatment option to relieve CSA-related symptoms in HFrEF patients.
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